SRA RANGE
Powerful and well balanced,
suitable for cutting long lush
grass right up to saplings.

QUALITY THAT’S BUILT TO LAST
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SRA Range

THE SRA BRUSHCUTTER RANGE
Powerful, well balanced brushcutter
that is capable of cutting anything it
can drive over. From overgrown grassy
areas, to abandoned woodland paths
with thick undergrowth, right up to
saplings.
Due to the low centre of gravity,
the SRA range can also tackle
slopes up to 25 degrees
with ease and comfort,
making it the ideal
mower for all hard
to get to areas
where your regular
mower will not be
able to access.
All this whilst also
being able to leave a tidy
finish on finer grassed areas,
it is a true allrounder.
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SRA Range

WHICH ONE TO CHOOSE?

SRA 800

14hp
80cm width deck
Slope capability 15°
2WD

SRA950F

21hp
95cm width deck
Slope capability 25°
4WD

POWERFUL

ULTIMATE PRODUCTIVITY

14hp or 21hp Kawasaki petrol engine with pressurised oil

Large 14 litre tank and easy filling at the front of the

system ensures the engine is constantly supplied with oil

machine offers the ultimate productivity, allowing you to

to avoid damage when working on slopes and undulating

work for longer periods of time before refilling.

terrain.

EASY ACCESS FOR
MAINTENANCE
Simple and easy to access the
engine bay for daily check and
services via the hinged hood on
rear of the machine.
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SRA Range

BRUSHCUTTING AT ITS BEST
SAFE DECK ENGAGEMENT
Deck engagement is done by a simple lever to
the left of the operator platform, when lowered
the clutch is engaged and starts the blades.
Yellow = deck controls
Orange = transmission

HEIGHT OF CUT ADJUSTMENT
Height of cut is easily and accurately
adjusted by the manual lever to the right of
the operators platform.
A lockable adjuster on the height of
cut so you can pre-set the minimum
height you want to cut at, then you can
lift and lower the height of cut when you
are out mowing to suit the area.

ALL TERRAIN MOWING
Available with OnDemand 4WD,
the SRA950F mower is capable of
working on really rough terrain.
Whether cutting through dense
overgrown vegetation, to wet grassy
slopes the SRA brushcutter with its
low centre of gravity has supreme
traction.
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SRA Range

HIGHLY MANOEUVRABLE

SIMPLE HST
TRANSMISSION
Hydrostatic transmission with a single forward and reverse
pedal offers effortless manoeuvering around obstacles,
changing directions and speed whilst out cutting through
undergrowth and overgrown areas.

ECO MODE
The engine revs can be lowered so that 80% of full power
is produced, reducing fuel consumption and noise, ideal
for use in less demanding conditions.

HAND CONTROLS
Forward and reverse movement can also be changed
by using the hand lever to the right of the operator seat
instead of the foot pedals, this can be a much easier way
to operate the mower when constantly changing speeds
and directions, for example cutting thick undergrowth.

DIFF LOCK FOR
EXTRA TRACTION
Should you need to traverse very muddy or slippery
ground the diff-lock can be engaged ensuring that full
power is applied to all four wheels to keep you moving.
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SRA Range

TACKLING SLOPES
AND INCLINES
SRA 800

SRA950F

25˚

15˚
The SRA800 can comfortably handle up to 15° with
ease, ideal for undulations and uneven footpaths.

Designed with a very low centre of gravity and
perfectly balanced, the SRA950F is capable of
brushcutting on slopes up to 25°.
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SRA Range - TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL

SRA800

SRA950F

Kawasaki FS481V

Kawasaki FS691V

Power

14hp

21hp

Fuel Capacity

14ltr

14ltr

HST, Hi-Low with diff lock

HST with diff lock

Slope capability

15°

25°

Driving system

2WD

On Demand 4WD

Internally expanding

Internally expanding

Diff lock

Standard

Standard

Minimum turning radius

1750mm

2100mm

Front

3.5-7

4.00-7

Rear

16 x 7.00-8

17 x 8.00-8

Forward

Low 5.8kmph - High 10kmph

10kmph

Reverse

Low 3.5kmph - High 6kmph

8.5kmph

Length

1840mm

1965mm

Width

950mm

1090mm

Overall height

905mm

955mm

Ground clearance

105mm

125mm

250kg

330kg

0mm, 30mm, 60mm 3-step

0mm, 30mm 2-step

Up to 30mm

Up to 60mm

Single blade with two swing tips (reversible)

Single blade with two swing tips (reversible)

Rear discharge rotary

Rear discharge rotary

Cutting width

800mm

950mm

Cutting height

20mm - 90mm

35mm - 125mm

Stepless dial

Stepless dial

POWER
Engine type

TRANSMISSION
Type

BRAKES
Type

TYRES

SPEED

DIMENSIONS

Weight
Steering wheel adjustment
Seat Adjustment

MOWER DECK
Blades
Discharge

Adjustments
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SRA RANGE
Don’t just take our word for it.
Try an ISEKI mower for yourself and book a
demonstration with your local dealer.

Contact us today

01473 599266

QUALITY THAT’S BUILT TO LAST
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